Modern dialysis supply panels

Your patients should feel comfortable – and the elegant design of the hercopur dialysis supply panels will make sure that they do. Our customised rail systems and fitted furniture are a simple way to make patient rooms a lot friendlier.

Our quick coupling connections are mounted with a 30° downwards slope. As a result, fluid always flows outwards to the collector.

Central concentrate supply system

By combining the hercopur concentrate mixing system with the hercopur concentrate gravity system you can ease the burden on the environment, your staff and your wallet. All that is left to do is to purchase concentrate powder from your preferred supplier. In this way, you will only need to transport 15% of the original quantity as you will be able to produce inexpensive dialysis concentrate yourself using the permeate from existing reverse osmosis units.

The dialysis stations are supplied automatically using the hercopur gravity system. Thanks to the static head, the concentrate flows automatically to each dialysis machine at constant pressure.